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Today’s event 
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The G+ journey

2012 2019



2015: G9 leadership role

[extract from HSE offshore wind leaders event report, Bootle, 26 Nov 2015]

“G9 Offshore Wind Health and Safety Association would 
further improve industry leadership and specifically:

― Consider how to improve engagement through the 
supply chain to ensure it is fully involved;

― Recognise need to create a common, risk-based 
agenda for the sector

― Actively engage with all relevant stakeholders 
including trade associations and others

― Drive the development and proper and consistent 
implementation of good practice

― Identify quick wins to provide momentum for further 
change

― Report back on progress by April 2016”



2018: G+ leadership role

[extract from HSE offshore wind leaders event Bootle, 2018

In the three years since that meeting, we believe that you 

have made good progress in showing leadership in the 

development of industry guidance, which puts risk 

management and best practice in health and safety at the 

heart of the guidance.   

Martin Temple (HSE)– 2018 Bootle



Who are the members of G+?

Associate Members



Is G+ solely responsible for 
setting the H&S agenda for 
the industry? 



Today’s event 

Themes and objectives for the day:

Further steps in Leadership

• How can G+ continue to provide effective 

leadership for the industry?

• Given further afield operations, what are 

the new challenges and risks.           

SOV’s, Heliops?

• What activities should we be planning for?

We also need to consider People

• What is the safety culture in the industry?

• Why companies should invest more in their 

Safety Culture

Internationalisation – Cooperation -

Harmonisation

• What is the role of G+ in harmonisation of 

H&S ways in current and new markets?

Jonathan Cole, Iberdrola


